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Abstract — There have been several suggestions of biomarkers that are specific to high LET radiation. Such a biomarker could
significantly increase the power of epidemiological studies of individuals exposed to densely-ionising radiations such as alpha
particles (e.g. radon, plutonium workers, individuals exposed to depleted uranium) or neutrons (e.g. radiation workers, airline
personnel). We discuss here a potentially powerful high LET biomarker (the H value) which is the ratio of induced inter-
chromosomal aberrations to intra-arm aberrations. Both theoretical and experimental studies have suggested that this ratio should
differ by a factor of about three between high LET radiation and any other likely clastogen, and will yield more discrimination than
the previously suggested F value (ratio of inter-chromosomal aberrations to intra-chromosomal inter-arm aberrations). Evidence of
the long-term stability of such chromosomal biomarkers has also been generated. Because these stable intra-arm and inter-
chromosomal aberrations are (1) frequent and (2) measurable at long times after exposure, this H value appears to be a practical
biomarker of high LET exposure, and several in vitro studies have confirmed the approach for unstable aberrations. The approach
is currently being tested in a population of Russian radiation workers exposed several decades ago to high- or low LET radiation.

INTRODUCTION

Home occupants exposed to radon, plutonium
workers, clean-up workers, nuclear energy research
workers, well loggers, and airline flight personnel, have
all potentially been exposed to significant doses of
densely-ionising (high LET) radiation, such as alpha par-
ticles or neutrons. In occupational exposure settings, the
high LET radiation exposure is often combined with
exposure to low LET radiations (e.g. gamma rays,
tritium), as well as chemical carcinogens or clastogens.

Another area in which a high LET radiation exposure
is of potential significance is gamma ray risk estimation
in the atomic bomb survivors at Hiroshima. Because the
neutron component of the overall dose is not well
known(1), there is considerable uncertainty concerning
the proportion of the excess cancer risk which is attribu-
table to neutrons — which in turn may affect the risk
estimates from gamma rays. Previous attempts to apply
LET-specific biomarkers to this particular problem have
met with only limited success(2–5).

Consequently there has been much interest in finding
a detectable biological ‘fingerprint’ preferentially pro-
duced by high LET radiation. An expert report on
methods to arrive at risk estimates for radiation-induced
human cancer(6) suggested that identification of a radi-
ation ‘signature’ was a key research need.

Several experimental observations have been made
suggesting biological lesions that may be uniquely or
preferentially produced by high LET radiation(7–10), but
these have no known mechanistic basis, and other
results have not confirmed the initial suggestions(11–14).
This lack of a mechanistic background inevitably leads
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to uncertainties about the general applicability of the
proposed heuristic markers(15–17). Here, we focus on a
preferential effect that is expected mechanistically, and
appears to be observed experimentally.

Exposure to ionising radiation produces chromosome
aberrations. An important aberration formation mech-
anism is pairwise interaction of two elementary damage
sites — often, though not necessarily, identified as
double-strand breaks — in which ends from different
breaks meet and join in an illegitimate recombination.
These exchange-type aberrations (see Figure 1 and
Table 1) can be inter-chromosomal if the double-strand
breaks are on different chromosomes, or intra-chromo-
somal inter-arm if the double-strand breaks are on dif-

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the production of inter-
chromosomal (left panel) and intra-chromosomal intra-arm
aberrations (right panel), in this case for stable aberrations. The
H value (see Table 1) is the ratio of the number of induced
inter-chromosomal aberrations (translocations or dicentrics) to
intra-arm aberrations (paracentric inversions or interstitial

deletions).
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ferent arms of the same chromosome, or intra-chromo-
somal intra-arm if the double-strand breaks are on one
chromosome arm.

The chance that two double-strand breaks come close
enough to undergo an exchange depends on their rela-
tive initial location and relative motion. In fact pairs of
breaks that are close to one another are more likely to
interact than pairs that are comparatively far apart.
Because individual chromosomes are localised in
domains that are smaller than the cell nucleus, this
increased interaction probability of nearby breaks is
expected to produce a bias towards intra-arm compared
with inter-chromosomal aberrations.

However, high LET radiations such as alpha particles
produce energy depositions, and thus chromosome
breaks, that are, on average, much closer together than
those produced by chemical clastogens or gamma rays.
Thus at equal damage levels, high LET radiation is
much more likely to produce multiple breaks within a
given chromosome than are chemical clastogens or
gamma rays, and so yields of intra-chromosomal aber-
rations are even further increased relative to inter-
chromosomal aberrations; thus the resulting smaller H
value is a potential ‘fingerprint’ of prior exposure to
densely-ionising radiations. H values in stable aber-
rations can, in principle, be measured in the cells (and
their progeny) of an individual many years after
exposure.

Previous studies on ratios of chromosomal aber-
rations as biomarkers of high LET damage focused on
the ratio of inter-chromosomal to intra-chromosomal
inter-arm aberrations. This is known as the F value (see
Table 1). Studies on the use of this marker were sugges-
tive that there was a difference between low and high
LET F values, but that current FISH technology is not
adequate to consistently observe this in an epidemiolog-
ical setting(5,18–25).

On average, however, the breaks underlying intra-
chromosomal intra-arm aberration formation would be
even closer together than those producing intra-chromo-
somal inter-arm aberrations, so intra-arm aberration
yields would be subject to even more proximity effects
than inter-arm yields. This is the rationale for predicting
that the H value (inter-chromosomal vs. intra-chromo-

Table 1. Relevant chromosome aberration types and ratios.

Inter-chromosomal Intra-chromosomal Intra-chromosomal
inter-arm intra-arm

Stable (non-lethal) Translocation Pericentric inversion Paracentric inversion

Unstable (lethal) Dicentric Centric ring Interstitial deletion

F value: � vs. �

H value: � vs. �

somal intra-arm, see Table 1) would have a stronger
LET dependency than would the F value.

METHODS

Mechanistic models to predict the ratio of inter-
chromosomal to intra-chromosomal (inter-arm and/or
intra-arm) aberrations have been discussed by several
groups(18,19,24,26). For example, using a polymer descrip-
tion for large-scale chromatin geometry and using
realistic models for double-strand break motion, we
have made theoretical estimates for size distributions of
intrachanges at low vs. high LET(26). The ratio of inter-
chromosomal to intra-arm intrachanges was derived
from the size distribution and predictions were made of
the trends of the ratio of inter-chromosomal to intra-arm
aberrations at low vs. high LET. Because inversions are
more frequent than estimates of randomness would indi-
cate, and are transmissible to daughter cells, the ratio
(H) of stable inter-chromosomal to intra-arm aberrations
could be a practical mechanistically-based ‘fingerprint’
of past exposure to high LET radiation.

Most of the initial data on H values (see below) has
come from using standard cytometric techniques to
score unstable aberrations. While measuring unstable
aberrations is of use for in vitro-based studies, their rela-
tively short half life in vivo makes them impractical as
a ‘fingerprint’ of high LET exposure many years after
the exposure. Thus it is important to be able to measure
the stable version of the H value (translocations/
paracentric inversions, see Table 1).

Translocations can be measured using standard
techniques(27), involving composite DNA probes
specific to several large chromosomes. Until recently,
however, FISH probes were not available for para-
centric inversions. Because standard FISH probes as
well as the more recent ‘spectral karyotyping’ (SKY)
and ‘M-FISH’ techniques(28,29), paint all of a given chro-
mosome in the same colour, they cannot analyse intra-
chromosomal rearrangements. However, a newer FISH
technique has recently become available yielding high
resolution multi-colour banding(30). A high-resolution
technique which has just become commercially avail-
able (M-BAND, MetaSystems, Germany) is based on
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region-specific partial chromosome paints combined
with quantitative colour ratio analysis. Each partial-
chromosome paint is labelled using a unique fluoro-
chrome combination and partly overlaps with its
neighbouring one, along a chromosome. The resulting
fluorescence intensity pattern along the chromosome
axis shows a continuous change of colour ratios. Pseudo
colours are assigned to chromosome sections of similar
colour ratios, giving rise to a reproducible colour band-
ing pattern that does not depend on chromosome con-
densation. The colour ratio analysis effectively multi-
plies the initial resolution of the probe by a factor of 3
to 4. For a given number of colour bands, the com-
plexity of the probe cocktail as well as the number of
fluorochrome combinations is about three times less
with this approach than with the ‘colour bar code’
approach using individually labelled YACs(31). For
example, for chromosome 5, seven partial chromosome
paints are used and 25 colour bands are achieved.

RESULTS

Stability of ratios of chromosome aberrations

It is important to distinguish between the stability
over time of the yields of individual aberrations (such
as translocations), and the stability of the ratio of
aberrations, which is the endpoint of interest here.
Of relevance here is the stability of the ratio of
inter-chromosomal to intra-chromosomal aberrations.
Although we have no direct evidence of the stability of
the H value over long periods, data on the stability of
the F value (see Table 1) are available. Over a period
of more than 20 years, there have been four measure-
ments of yields of translocations and pericentric inver-
sions in samples of peripheral lymphocytes taken from
a total of over 400 exposed survivors of the Hiroshima
explosion, as well as controls.

The first study, reported by Awa et al(32), examined
blood samples taken in 1968 and 1969; the second
study, by Ohtaki(33), examined blood samples taken
between 1977 and 1991; the third study, by Sachs
et al(34), examined blood samples drawn during 1989
and 1990; the fourth study, by Kodama et al(5), exam-
ined blood samples drawn between 1977 and 1998. The
F values from the results of the four studies were
respectively 6.8 � 0.4 (23 to 24 years post exposure(32)),
5.7 � 0.4 (32 to 46 years post exposure(33)), 6.2 � 0.7
(44 to 45 years post exposure(34)) and 7.2 � 0.2 (32 to
53 years post exposure(5)). The consistency of these
values suggests that F values do not change significantly
over very long periods of time, though one cannot rule
out a change in the F value between the time of the
explosions (1945) and the first of these analyses in 1968.

If the F value is indeed stable over long periods, it
seems likely that the H value would have a similar
characteristic.

Measured H values as a function of LET

As discussed above, H values for unstable aberrations
can be measured using standard cytometric techniques.
Subsequent to our initial theoretical predictions, H
values for low vs. high LET were measured by Bauch-
inger and Schmid(21) in Munich (ratio of low LET:high
LET H values �3 � 1), by Deng et al(25) at Livermore
(ratio of low LET:high LET H values �1.9 � 0.5), by
Anderson et al(35) at Harwell (ratio of low LET:high
LET H values �4), and by our own group(36) (ratio of
low LET:high LET H values �1.5 � 0.3). Some typical
results (from the Munich group) are shown in Figure 2,
showing a clear separation between low and high LET.

CONCLUSIONS

There is a need for a biomarker that could distinguish
between damage induced by high LET radiations, such
as alpha particles and neutrons, and damage induced by
other carcinogens or clastogens. Such a biomarker
would have the potential to facilitate ‘molecular radi-
ation epidemiology’, analogous to the development of
molecular epidemiology with DNA adducts(37).

As discussed above, various empirical (i.e. non-
mechanistically based) biomarkers for past high LET
exposure have been suggested, but subsequent analyses
have not confirmed these suggestions. Besides the ratios
of aberrations discussed here, one other mechanistically-
based endpoint that does have potential is yields of com-
plex chromosome aberrations(35); this endpoint may well
be useful for analysis immediately or soon after
exposure, but the complex aberrations are largely non-
transmissible (in vitro, exposure to 0.5 Gy of alpha par-
ticles produced a 5% yield of complex aberrations at
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Figure 2. Measured ratio of dicentric aberration to interstitial
deletion yields (the H value for unstable aberrations), as a func-
tion of the dose-averaged LET of the incident radiation. Note
the clear separation between values at low and high LET. Data

derived from the work of Bauchinger and Schmid(21).
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first mitosis, but only a 0.25% yield by the third
mitosis(35)), which probably makes them impractical as
a long-term biomarker. By contrast, the stable aber-
rations under discussion here have much higher trans-
missabilities.

Earlier studies on ratios of chromosomal aberrations
focused on the ratio of inter-chromosomal to intra-
chromosomal inter-arm aberrations, the F value (see
Table 1). Studies suggested that there was a difference
between low and high LET F values, but that current
FISH technology is too inaccurate/imprecise to observe
this difference consistently in an epidemiological
setting(18–25). There is a theoretical rationale for pre-
dicting that the H value, involving intra-arm aberrations
(see Table 1) would have a stronger LET dependency
than would the F value.

Based on the data available to date it seems likely
that high LET radiation does produce uniquely low H
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values, which thus represents a biomarker with a firm
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